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A nonperturbative method for evaluation of thermodynamic scaling functions in the critical region of type-II
superconductors, appropriate for high-temperature superconductors, is extended for the case of external mag-
netic fields with arbitrary angles with respect to thec axis for the case of three-dimensional anisotropic
superconductors. An explicit scaling function for the magnetization is presented, discussed, and compared with






















































In the last years interest has grown in the study of pr
erties of strongly type-II superconductors such as hi
temperature superconductors~HTSC’s!, fullerene supercon-
ductors, superconducting superlattices, etc. The behavio
the vicinity of Hc2(T) is strongly influenced by the thermo
dynamic fluctuations and many experimental1–6 as well as
theoretical7–14 results have been reported in relation to t
critical behavior arising as a consequence of the ther
fluctuations in these systems. For ordinary superconduc
the superconducting transition is very well described by
Ginzburg-Landau theory~GL!, which was shown by Gorkov
to be equivalent to the BCS theory in the limitT→Tc . This
is a direct manifestation of mean-field behavior in the str
gest form, i.e., where both the order parameter and co
cients of the GL theory can be calculated from the mic
scopic mean-field theory. However, mean-field theory d
not account for most second-order phase transitions. Th
departures from classical behavior are generally attribute
thermal fluctuations which are neglected in the mean-fi
approach. Standard estimates of the critical region show
for the case of conventional superconductors the rang
temperatures aroundTc within which fluctuations are impor
tant is so small that is not in general experimenta
accessible.7 The new HTSC’s however display the effects
fluctuations in a wide range of temperatures aroundTc , the
mean-field transition temperature. The effect of fluctuatio
in HTSC’s changes the phase diagram of these materials
new phase boundary lines appear. The true thermodyna
superconducting transition line differs from the mean-fie
Hc2(T) that becomes a crossover line. In fact, Gamm
et al.1,2 found experimental evidence for a melting transiti
from an ordered phase into a high-temperature flux liquid
YBa2Cu3O72d single crystals. The strongly temperatur
dependent correlations involving up to 105 vortices, obtained





















displaying a phase transition will be able to explain tho
results. Ullah and Dorsey8 have used the time-dependent G
theory to study both transverse and longitudinal transp
properties of a layered superconductor in a magnetic fi
perpendicular to the layers near to the mean-field transi
temperatureTc(H).
In an experiment performed by Welpet al.,3 high-
precision measurements of magnetization and resistivity
YBa2Cu3O72d crystals were performed, near the superco
ducting transition in magnetic fields applied perpendicular
the CuO2 layers. These data showed a scaling behavio
the variable@T2Tc(H)#/(TH)
2/3 which is consistent with
the GL fluctuation theory for a three-dimensional~3D! sys-
tem in a high magnetic field. Liet al.4 noticed that the mag-
netization of highly anisotropic Bi2 Sr2Ca2Cu3O10 crystals
near the critical temperature may be described by the
version of the scaling function in the variab
@T2Tc(H)#/(TH)
1/2. In a recent work, Tesanovicet al.9–14
have developed a nonperturbative theory of critical behav
for anisotropic superconductors for both 2D and 3D syste
In Ref. 9 Tesanovic considers a strong magnetic fieldH ap-
plied in the direction of anisotropy of the crystal (c axis! and
in this approach the critical behavior is described by me
of an interacting particle system with long-ranged multip
body forces ~dense vortex plasma!. The superconducting
transition corresponds to the liquid-solid transition in t
dense vortex plasma~DVP!. Recently measurements hav
been reported for the magnetization in YBa2Cu3O72d single
crystals for applied magnetic fields parallel to theab planes
~perpendicular to thec axis!.5,6 These experimental result
are the motivation to generalize Tesanovic’s results in
limit of the anisotropic 3D superconductor for the case of
arbitrary direction of the applied magnetic field.
The work is organized as follows: In Sec. II the lowes
Landau-level expansion for the order parameter is gene
ized for arbitrary directions of the applied magnetic field.





















56 6115SUPERCONDUCTING FLUCTUATIONS FOR THREE- . . .Section IV presents the scaling for the magnetization for
plied magnetic fields parallel to theab planes for an aniso
tropic 3D superconductor. In Sec. V we discuss results of
angular dependence of the coupling constant and the the
ical scaling function for the magnetization is compared
data for YBa2Cu3O72d . Finally, the conclusions of the
work are presented.
II. THE EXPANSION FOR THE ORDER PARAMETER
The problem of fluctuations nearHc2(T) for large applied
magnetic fields can be represented in terms of the GL the
on a degenerate manifold spanned by the lowest-Landau
els ~LLL ! for the Cooper pairs. In the GL-LLL descriptio
the order parameter for the superconductor state may be





where $f0n(x,y)% are the LLL orbitals,N5V/2p l
2, V is
the sample cross-sectional area andl 5(c/2eB)1/2 is the mag-
netic length. The problem is then reduced to the study
fluctuations in$bn% as done in perturbation theory.





S 2 i ]m1 2ec AmD
2
, ~2!
where¹3A5B and mm* is the effective mass in them di-
rection. For layered superconductorsmx* 5my* 5m, mz* 5M
and the anisotropy ratio,«, is defined by«25m/M,1. For a
magnetic field along thez direction, described by means o










where x85x/ l and y85y/ l . Since @Pz ,H̃#5@2 i ]z ,H̃#50
then Pz 5q is a constant of the motion and the eigenfun
tions of H̃ take the form
fqn~w,z!}e
iqzwnexp~2uwu2/4!, ~4!
with w5x81 iy85(x1 iy)/ l .









in which $wi(z)% are the positions of the vortices andF
describes the overall amplitude fluctuations. The variab
F and $wi% are the natural way of representing arbitra









When the angle between the applied magnetic fieldH and
the z axis is u5p/2, a suitable gauge isA5 B/2(z,0,2x)




F2~] x̄2 1] z̄2 !1 i ~ x̄ ] z̄2 z̄] x̄ !1 x̄ 21 z̄24 G2 12m]y2 ,
~6!
which has the eigenfunctions
fqn~w,y!}e
iqywnexp~2uwu2/4!, ~7!
wherew5 z̄1 i x̄ 5 (z/A«1 iA«x)/ l . In this case the orde
parameterC(w,y) looks like Eq.~5! but with the new defi-
nition of w.
In order to generalize these results for an arbitrary an
u between the microscopic magnetic fieldB ~vortices! and
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where x85x/ l , y85y/ l , z85z/ l and d25cos2u1«2sin2u is
the angle-dependent anisotropy parameter. In the gen
case the vectorsH and B are not parallel, but for large
enough fields the internal angleu becomes equal to the ang
uH between the external magnetic field and thez axis.
By introducing the following coordinate transformation:15
Fy1z1G5F cosu 2sinu«sinu «21cosuGFy8z8 G , ~10!
and carrying out the changesx̄ 5Adx8, ȳ 5y1 /Ad and




F2~]x21] ȳ2 !1 i ~ ȳ ] x̄2 x̄ ] ȳ !1 x̄ 21 ȳ 24 G2 d22m] z̄2 ,
~11!
which has the eigenfunctions
fqn~w, z̄ !}e
iq z̄wnexp~2uwu2/4!, ~12!
with w5 x̄ 1 i ȳ .
It is easy to check that in the special cases foru50 and
u5p/2, the Hamiltonian~11! becomes equal to Eqs.~3! and
~6!, respectively, corresponding to the limiting cases stud
above. For an arbitrary angleu betweenB and thez axis, the
order parameter in the superconducting state may be
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i 51
N
@w2wi~ z̄ !#exp~2uwu2/4!, ~13!
with the corresponding definition forw. Equation~13! is the
generalized form of Eq.~5! for an arbitrary direction of the
magnetic field.
In order to clarify the significance of the transformatio
~10!, we note that for applied magnetic fields in the directi
parallel to thec axis, the eigenfunctions of Eq.~9! describe a
free-particle propagation along the field direction and L
orbitals in the plane perpendicular to the field, which cor
spond to classical orbits of particles with charge 2in a
magnetic field. The plane-wave modes along the field hav
continuous spectra with arbitrary small eigenvalues wher
the LLL are separated by gaps and therefore will be o
rarely excited. Consequently an anisotropic supercondu
in a magnetic field parallel to thec axis will display effec-









For any direction of the magnetic field, different fromu50
or u5p/2, the Landau orbits are coupled to the phase of
propagation along the field direction. The transformation
Eq. ~10! decouples these orbits from the translational mot
but now this motion will not be along the field direction. Th
physical meaning of the solution~12! is that for an arbitrary
direction of the external magnetic field the one-dimensio
fluctuations will not occur along the field direction but alon
the z̄ axis.
III. THE PARTITION FUNCTION
AND COUPLING CONSTANT
If we ignore the fluctuations of the magnetic field~which
is an excellent approximation in HTSC’s!, the essential fea-
tures of the critical behavior for these superconductors
described by the partition function9ral
nly by the
l forZ}E DC~r !DC* ~r !expH 2 1kBTE d3r Fa~T,u!uC~r !u21 b2 uC~r !u41 n2mm* US ]m1 2eic AmDC~r !U
2G J , ~14!
wherea(T,u)5a(T)@12H/Hc2(T,u)#, a andb are the GL coefficients,n is the electron density, and the functional integ
is to be taken over the subspace spanned by the LLL. It is supposed that high Landau levels are taken into account o
renormalization of the GL parametersa(T,u) andb, and these parameters differ from the original ones for the GL mode
H50 due to the contribution of high Landau levels. For large enough fields this contribution is small.
By introducing expansion~13! for the order parameter in the partition function~14!, we obtain the expression
Z}
1
N! E )i 51
N dwi~ z̄ !dwi* ~ z̄ !
2p )i , j , z̄
N










tantwhere we have used the definitions




^ f p~ z̄ !&5E dw~ z̄ !dw* ~ z̄ !2p








For an explicit evaluation of the partition function, th
functional integrals,) z̄ , ] z̄ , etc., may be defined on a set
discrete intervals of sizeL and at the end of the calculatio
the limit L → 0 is to be taken. However it is necessarydefine a cutoff length, of the order of the correlation leng
because the exact free energy is actually divergent in
L→0 limit.13
The integration overF in Eq. ~15! may be carried out and
leads to the many-body system of interacting partic
$wi( z̄ )%, obeying all the symmetries of the problem. Th
variableF( z̄ ) is a classical variable whose contribution toZ
for 3D systems, in the thermodynamic limit, is controlled
the nontrivial saddle point
g^ f 2~ z̄ !&F~ z̄ !1
1
2
^ f 4~ z̄ !&uF~ z̄ !u2F~ z̄ !2
1
F* ~ z̄ !
5ugu^ f * ~ z̄ !] z̄
2
„F~ z̄ ! f ~ z̄ !…&, ~16!
where the lengths are being measured in units ofj z̄ , F( z̄ )
has been suitably rescaled and the coupling cons
g(T,H,u) is a pure number defined by
g~T,H,u!5
Ae

























56 6117SUPERCONDUCTING FLUCTUATIONS FOR THREE- . . .The properties of the many-body system$wi( z̄ )% are
determined by the coupling constantg. The value
g(T,H,u)50 corresponds toHc2(T,u), whereas the solid-
liquid transition line may be obtained from the melting val
g(T,H,u)5gM(u),0.
The coupling constantg may be used for the evaluation o
the thermodynamic scaling functions10,13 in both 2D and 3D
cases. In Ref. 13 Tesanovic and Andreev, by introducin
suitable rescaling on the partition function~15! for magnetic
fields parallel to thec axis ~angle u50), obtained simple
scaling functions for the free energy, magnetization and s
cific heat. Their calculations are in a very good agreem
with experimental data.3 Given the angular dependence
the partition function~15!, it is always possible to obtain
similar scaling functions for any direction of the extern
magnetic field in the 3D case. The special case ofu5p/2,
for which there is data available, will be discussed in t
next section and compared with those data
YBa2Cu3O72d in Sec. V.
In the limiting cases,u50 andu5p/2, the coupling con-
stantg is reduced to




g~T,H,p/2!5S 2p l 2jab2bkBT D
1/2
a~T,p/2!. ~18b!
Equation~18a! for the coupling constant corresponds
Tesanovic’s coupling constant for the 3D case for a magn
field applied along thec axis of the crystal,9 while Eq.~18b!
gives the result foru5p/2 which corresponds to the applie
field along theab planes.
IV. SCALING OF THE MAGNETIZATION
FOR MAGNETIC FIELDS ALONG THE ab PLANES
For an applied magnetic field parallel to theab planes
(u5p/2) we obtain, from the partition function~15!, the












2 ^u]y„F~y! f ~y!…u2&G , ~19!
where jab(T,H)5@n/2mua(T,p/2)u#1/2 is the correlation
length along theab planes.
By following the same procedure as that in Ref. 13 for t
3D case and introducing the usual expressions for the
coefficients, the scaling function for the magnetization m





















ab is the upper critical field parallel to theab planes,
Hc28 is the slope of that field atT5Tc , kab is the GL param-
eter, and g1 is related to the scaling variabl
t5@T2Tc(H)#/(TH)












The quantitiesU andG depend ong1 in the form
13
U~g1!50.81820.110tanhS G1A2








For each value of the scaling variablet results two
coupled equations forg1 and G, which may be decoupled
taking forU the mean valueU0'0.8 wherever it appears o
the right-hand side of Eq.~22!.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Figs 1 and 2, the angular dependence
g(T,H,u)/g(T,H,0) is shown for points located in sever
FIG. 1. Angular dependence of the coupling constant for so
points belowHc2(T,0) in the phase diagram, for the values






























6118 56J. M. CALERO, J. C. GRANADA, AND E. Z. DA SILVAregions of the phase diagram. It was assumed the usua
gular dependenceHc2(T,u)5Hc2(T,0)/d for the upper criti-
cal field16 and the valuee51/5 for the anisotropy ratio
which corresponds to the case of YBa2Cu3O72d .
Figure 1 displays the angular dependence
g(T,H,u)/g(T,H,0) for some values of the applied fieldH.
It corresponds to the region belowHc2(T,0) in the phase
diagram. In this region the sign ofg(T,H,u) is always nega-
tive @the same asg(T,H,0)# because these points lie belo
Hc2(T,0) for any direction of the magnetic field. As th
angleu is increased, the absolute value ofg(T,H,u) rises
until reaching its highest value foru5p/2 due to the fact
that the upper critical field lineHc2(T,u) moves away from
the point in whichg(T,H,u) is calculated.
Figure 2 presentsg(T,H,u)/g(T,H,0) as a function of
the angleu for several values of the applied magnetic fie
corresponding to points in the region limited by the lin
Hc2(T,0) andHc2(T,p/2), as well as for the region abov
the lineHc2(T,p/2) in the phase diagram. For any point
the region limited byHc2(T,0) andHc2(T,p/2), the value of
g(T,H,0) is positive, and on the other hand,g(T,H,u)
changes sign from positive to negative, because asu is in-
creased the lineHc2(T,u) moves fromHc2(T,0) towards
Hc2(T,p/2) and at a certain angle this line crosses that po
~curves a and b). In the region aboveHc2(T,p/2) both
g(T,H,0) and g(T,H,u) are positive and the value o
g(T,H,u) diminishes as the angleu is increased since th
line Hc2(T,u) comes near to the point whereg(T,H,u) is
calculated~curved).
For points in the phase diagram far from the region li
ited by Hc2(T,0) andHc2(T,p/2), corresponding to value
of H/Hc2(T,0)@5 or H/Hc2(T,0)!1, the angular depen
dence of the coupling constant is smoothed andg(T,H,u)
tends to the limiting valueg(T,H,0) in both cases. As on
approaches the lineHc2(T,0), the value ofg(T,H,0) tends to
zero and the quantityg(T,H,u)/g(T,H,0) rises quickly in
absolute value as the angleu is increased.
The results for the magnetization in applied magne
FIG. 2. Angular dependence of the coupling constant for so
points aboveHc2(T,0) in the phase diagram, for the values
H/Hc2(T,0): ~a! 2, ~b! 3, ~c! 5, and~d! 10. The dashed line corre





fields parallel to theab planes presented in Sec. IV, a
discussed and compared with previously published exp
mental data.5 Figure 3 displays the behavior of the magne
zation for 3D anisotropic superconductors using Eq.~20!.
The theoretical expression~20! is plotted and compared with
the recent measurements in YBa2Cu3O72d for different ap-
plied magnetic fields parallel to theab planes of the crystal.5
It was assumed the valuesHc28 528.6T/K for the slope of
the upper critical field.5 jab(0)516 Å for the in-plane cor-
relation length,17 and Hc(0)5eHc2
ab(0)/A2kab'1.2 T for
the thermodynamic critical field.18 These data have been an
lyzed in a previous work,5 showing 3D scaling behavior. Th
present analysis shows that the scaled data agree rather
with the theoretical scaling function~20!. In order to perform
an internal check of the theory, a similar analysis was m
e
FIG. 3. Experimental magnetization for YBa2Cu3O72d for dif-
ferent values of the magnetic field applied parallel to theab planes
~Ref. 5!. The data are scaled and plotted with the theoretical exp
sion ~solid curve! from Eq. ~20!, appropriate for 3D scaling.
FIG. 4. Experimental magnetization for YBa2Cu3O72d for dif-
ferent values of the magnetic field applied parallel to thec axis
~Ref. 6!. The data are scaled and plotted with the theoretical exp






















56 6119SUPERCONDUCTING FLUCTUATIONS FOR THREE- . . .for the experimental data in Ref. 6 for applied magne
fields parallel to thec axis. In this analysis the scaling func
tion of the magnetization foru50 of the present angular
dependent model was used~which is the result previously
presented by Tesanovic and Andeev,13!. Figure 4 shows the
corresponding scaling and the experimental data. The g
agreement shown is similar to that of Fig 3.
In summary, we have obtained a description of the criti
behavior in terms of the dense vortex plasma for any dir
tion of the applied magnetic field and generalized the exp
sion for the coupling constantg, which determines the prop
erties of the DVP, for the case of an arbitrary angleu. Our
result for the coupling constant reduces to that of Tesano9
in the limit u50. An important matter to point out is that fo
an arbitrary direction of the external magnetic field, the a
isotropic superconductor displays one-dimensional fluct








We have also obtained a scaling function for the magneti
tion in the presence of magnetic fields parallel to theab
planes. Our theoretical results are in good agreement w
recent experimental data.
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